
Drop off and pickup guidelines 

 
 
Dear Parent, 
  
There is a lot of chaos caused due to undisciplined parking 
during pickup and drop at school, this behavior causes 
inconvenience and increases the risk of accidents. In order to 
provide a safe environment for students and to alleviate traffic 
congestion during pickup and drop of your ward you are 

requested to kindly follow the instructions: 

NO PARKING OUTSIDE SCHOOL GATE: 
 

  Vehicles should not be parked in front of the school gates, 
this includes two wheelers, vans, cars & auto rickshaws. 

  Double and Triple parking of vehicles is not be permitted. 

  Parents dropping their wards in cars / two wheelers should 
park the vehicle and walk their child to the school rather than 
parking outside the gate and holding up the traffic. 

  The noise pollution caused by honking needs to be avoided 
especially near school building. 

 Our security staff/ school personal will be monitoring daily 
dispersal. Please listen to their instructions and do not get 
into any argument. Kindly ensure to co-operate with school 
security team and interact with them with a respectful 



attitude, after all the intention behind all this is student 
safety. 

 PRIVATE VANS: 

The school does not support private van / auto rickshaw 
services and will not be responsible for any issues with regards 
to the same. These vehicles are overloaded and driven 
recklessly which may lead to mishaps and untoward incidents. 

The unauthorized and illegal private vehicles are not complying 
with any RTO rules and regulations thereby causing serious 
concern for the safety of the School student. 
  
Following are some of the RTO norms which private 
unauthorized service provider do not follow: 

  Vehicle – school bus / school van is not according 
to the norms 

  Overloading 
    School bus / van operation permit 

  No fire extinguisher / first aid kit in the vehicles 

  Police verification and background check of drivers 
is not done. 

  No lady attendant in the vehicle 

  Run on gas etc. 

These guidelines are meant for you and your child’s safety.   
Requesting you to co-operate in streamlining the traffic 
congestion problem and improve the traffic situation outside 
the school gate; this will be in the interest and safety of our 
students. 
 
Regards, 
CIS Team. 


